Using the moments of the net-kaon distribution calculated within a state of-the-art hadron resonance gas model compared to experimental data from STAR's Beam Energy Scan, we find that the extracted strange freeze-out temperature is incompatible with the light one extracted from net-proton and net-charge fluctuations. Additionally predictions for net-Lambda fluctuations are made that also appear to be consistent with a higher freeze-out temperature for strange particles. This strangeness freeze-out temperature is roughly 10 − 15 MeV higher than the corresponding light freeze-out temperature. We also discuss cross-susceptibilities using different identified particles, which may be a further test of this two freeze-out temperature picture. Finally, we lay out the necessary updates needed in relativistic hydrodynamic models to take into account for this two freeze-out temperature scenario and present preliminary results of Λ spectra at RHIC for AuAu √ s NN = 200 GeV collisions that indicate a higher freeze-out temperature is preferred.
Introduction
Relativistic heavy ion collisions have been used to probe the phase transition from a Quark Gluon Plasma into a hadron resonance gas for over 15 years now [1, 2, 3, 4] . While early estimates for this phase transition initially assumed it was either first or second order [5, 6, 7, 8] , state-of-theart Lattice Quantum Chromodynamic (QCD) calculations eventually proved that it was a cross-over [9, 10, 11] . In a cross-over phase transition there is not a single critical temperature wherein the phase transition occurs and all degrees of freedom switch between phases. Rather, in a cross-over it is not possible to uniquely define (although in the case of QCD possibly many exist) characteristic temperatures, T c , and it depends on what potential order parameter you observe. Early Lattice QCD calculations focused on the chiral condensate, Polyakov loop, and strangeness susceptibility [12] and found a wide range in characteristic temperatures. More recent Lattice QCD calculations have shown that there is approximately a 20 MeV different in the hadronization temperatures between light and strange particles [13] .
On the experimental side of things, there has long been a tension between light and strange hadrons. After the Quark Gluon Plasma is created in the laboratory, it expands and cools eventually reaching its hadronization temperature. At this point the hadrons are still strongly interacting for a short period of time but quickly they reach thermal equilibrium [14, 15, 16, 17] and "freeze-out" at a certain temperature and baryon chemical potential T ch , µ ch B . At the point of freeze-out the ratios of hadrons should be fixed such that one can make direct comparisons to a grancanonical ensemble (a hadron resonance gas model is used) in order to extract T ch , µ ch B [18, 19, 20, 21, 22] . While these thermal fits have been quite successful there is still a large tension between the preferred lower freeze-out temperature of protons and pions and the higher preferred temperature of strange particles, which was dubbed the p/π puzzle [23] . A number of solutions were proposed such as the inclusion of missing resonances [24, 25, 26] and finite state reactions [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] wherein thermal equilibrium is never reached within the fireball. While missing resonances have now been confirmed using Lattice QCD studies of partial pressures [33] the question of the unresolved tension between light and strange freeze-out temperatures still remains.
Thermal fits only utilize the mean values of particle yields, however, it is well-established in the community that event-by-event fluctuations occur that leads to fluctuations in conserved charges. Experimentally, one can measure these fluctuations by reconstructing the distribution of hadronic particles that serve as a proxy for a conserved charge. A good example of this is that netcharge includes protons, pions, and kaons in order to reconstruct the moments of this distribution. While heavier particles such as strange baryons certainly have a charge, they are produced significantly less due to their heavier mass so their contributions would be small. Baryon conservation is determined using net-protons since we do not have the detector capabilities to determine neutron yields (and theoretical calculations then take isospin randomization into account) and recent results from STAR use net-kaons as a proxy for strangeness [34] . In [35] it was found that direct comparisons between a hadron resonance gas model and net-Q and net-p can be used to determine the freeze-out temperature of light hadrons. The temperature in [35] was a lower temperature than that indicated from thermal fits. Lattice QCD has also made direct comparisons between susceptibilities of the pressure to net-Q and net-p [36] and these results are consistent with those found in [35] . In [37] a new technique was used to isolate the moments of the net-kaon distribution directly from Lattice QCD but these calculations have not yet been performed for all the beam energies at RHIC.
In this talk based on [38] net-Kaon fluctuations were used to extract the strange freeze-out temperature T ch , µ ch B s wherein we find that it is incompatible with the light freeze-out temperature (roughly ∆T ∼ 10 − 15 MeV at top RHIC energies. However, at lower beam energies signs of a convergence in the freeze-out temperatures is displayed. We also show preliminary results for exploring effects of the freeze-out temperature in hydrodynamics.
net-Kaon fluctuations
Within the hadron resonance gas model the pressure can be determined by summing over quantum numbers of all known hadrons such that:
(2.1) Then one can take derivatives of the pressure in respect to a certain conserved charge, which are known as susceptibilities. In this case we are only concerned about net-strangeness and specifically that of net-Kaons so only charged kaons and resonances that decay into them are considered:
One can then make direct comparisons between the susceptibilities of pressure and experimental moments of the net-Kaon distribution via:
we require two observables since there are two unknowns. Thus the results for (M/σ 2 ) K are insufficient to do this. For the light sector previous results were able to constrain T ch , µ ch B l using both net-p and net-Q. Here we exploit isentrope trajectories.
In [35] the light freeze-out T ch , µ ch B l was used to determine isentrope trajectories [39] from the taylor reconstructed Lattice QCD results at finite µ B where the entropy to baryon number was held constant i.e S/N B = const. While S/N B is not exactly conserved due to entropy production from viscosity, since η/s and ζ /s are quite small and we are only considering here a small section of the phase diagram we have estimated the effect to be extremely small (∼ 1%). Thus using both the isentrope trajectories and the net-Kaon data we are able to extract T ch , µ ch B s . In Fig. 1 the isentrope trajectories are used to calculate χ K 1 /χ K 2 and compare directly to STAR data at each center of mass energy √ s NN . The overlapping region between the two curves is the allowable range in strange freeze-out temperatures. While at √ s NN = 200 GeV the allowable temperature range from these measurements reaches quite high, those highest temperatures are unlikely due to their incompatibility with Lattice QCD strange particle hadronization temperature estimates [13] . [40] , while the gray bands are obtained from the fit of χ K 1 /χ K 2 in this work. Also shown are the freeze-out parameters obtained by the STAR collaboration at √ s = 39 GeV [41] from thermal fits to all measured ground-state yields (orange triangle) and only to protons, pions and kaons (blue diamond-shaped symbol). Taken from [38] .
Then the corresponding T ch , µ ch B l from [40] and T ch , µ ch B s from [38] are shown in Fig. 2 where a distinct discrepancy exists between the two temperatures across beam energies. Only at the lowest beam energies do we see an hint of a convergence. Interesting enough, thermal fit results from [41] with and without strange baryons at √ s = 39 GeV appear to coincide almost perfectly with our corresponding light and strange freeze-out temperatures. This indicates that further explorations between thermal fits with 2 freeze-out temperatures and fluctuations of conserved charges may resolve previous discrepancies between the two.
Independently another group found similar results in [42] using net-Kaon fluctuations and the yields of strange baryons. There they also considered probabilistic contributions to the net-kaon fluctuations, which increased the strangeness freeze-out temperature even further (∼ 5%).
The one caveat to this work is the possibility of missing strange mesonic resonances as com- between Lattice QCD results [33] and hadron resonance gas models with varying particle lists. Taken from [33] .
pared to particle pressure calculated from Lattice QCD in [33] . Multiple different particle lists were compared to the Lattice QCD data and all under-predicted the strange meson partial pressure, as shown in Fig. 3 . However, on the Lattice QCD end it was not possible to yet extrapolate into the continuum limit so it is unclear if this may still be a truncation error or if it is an actual physics effect. One should note, however, that the different particle lists considered in [33] did have large effects in the strange baryon regime as shown on the right in Fig. 3 .
net-Lambda predictions
While we can extract the strange temperature from already existing experimental data, a much stronger piece of evidence for the flavor hierarchy is when predictions are made and then later confirmed. In [38] we predicted the (M/σ 2 ) Λ of net-Lambda fluctuations using both the light freeze-out point T ch , µ ch B l from [40] and the strangeness freeze-out T ch , µ ch B s extracted from net-K. In Fig. 4 one can see that there is a clear difference between two temperatures wherein a higher strange freeze-out temperature indicates a wider distribution in net-strangeness fluctuations. Preliminary results of net-Λ fluctuations were shown at Quark Matter 2018, which are compatible with the higher strangeness freeze-out temperature, not the light freeze-out temperature. UrQMD results were found to be incompatible with the STAR net-Λ (M/σ 2 ) Λ , especially at top RHIC energies.
Off-diagnoal predictions
Another possibility to explore the interplay between light and strange particles is to use crosscumulants between different identified particles that represent different conserved charges. To do [40] . Taken from [38] .
so we generalize our susceptibilities such that: Using the light freeze-out temperature in [40] we made predictions for the PDG16+ for a recent STAR paper [43] . Our predictions are shown in Fig. 5 . From the comparisons to data while the HRG results appear to be in the right order of magnitude we are unable to capture the temperature dependence at the highest RHIC energies in the 0 − 5% centrality class so this maybe leave room to explore different freeze-out temperatures but we are still trying to understand these deviations.
2 Freeze-out temperatures in Hydrodynamics
While the evidence of two separate freeze-out temperatures is becoming more solid, the ability to model this consistently in relativistic viscous hydrodynamical models is still beyond our current capabilities. In order to achieve this goal significant upgrades must be made to hydrodynamic codes that are outlined here: • Initial conditions with a strange and baryon number distribution
• Hadronization that considers charge conservation A number of groups are currently working towards these goal. For instance, within the last few months two papers have recently come out about the development of an equation of state with 3 conserved charges [44, 45] . In both cases only a small region in the cross-over transition is covered due to the limitation in the number of calculated susceptibilities on the lattice. Unlike in the case where an equation of state is constructed in just the {T, µ B } plane where only a single critical point may exist [46, 47] , if one considers all 3 conserved charges it may be a critical line or even a plane. Thus, reconstructing an equation of state with multiple conserved charges combined with criticality is a significant challenge that still remains.
Additionally, it is unlikely that an equation of state that switches the strange particles to the hadron gas phase at a higher temperature than light particles will be produced in the near future. This would require new Lattice QCD results with just 2 flavors and we are not aware of a Lattice QCD collaboration who is running these results at this time. But because of how well the hadron resonance gas matches Lattice QCD results precisely in this regime, it is unlikely that significant differences would be seen from the equation of state alone.
Conserved charges (both in terms of the number conservation and transport coefficients i.e. baryon and strangeness diffusion) are currently be implemented into a number of relativistic hydrodynamics codes [48, 49, 50] and it is only a matter of time before this is widespread amongst the community. The calculations of baryon, strangeness, and electric charge diffusion transport coefficients are also being explored by a wide variety of groups [51, 52, 53, 49] and of particular interest on differences in the T c of these different transport coefficients [53] . What is not quite as trivial is the initialization of conserved charges which has mostly be done either from a parton or string picture [54, 55, 56, 57] but current efforts are underway to initialize conserved charges within a color glass condensate as well (from gluon splitting) [58] .
Finally, one of the biggest unsolved problems when it comes to two separate freeze-out temperatures is the proper manner in which one should hadronize strange and light particles separately. A clear consensus has not yet been achieved on this point.
With all these caveats in mind, we wanted to first determine if the strange sector had a sensitivity to its freeze-out temperature or not. In order to study this we used trento+v-USPhydro [59, 60] that includes particle decays from the PDG16+ [33] . Previous results of pions, protons, and kaons have shown good fits to experimental data using T FO = 150 MeV [61] . However, as see in Fig.  6 , these same results for the spectra fail for Λ's and significantly under-predict the spectra. However, if we use T FO = 165 MeV the fits look reasonable compared to experimental data. Therefore we must conclude that this effort to implement two separate freeze-out temperatures for light and strange holds promise.
Conclusions
In this proceedings we extracted the strange freeze-out temperature using net-kaon fluctuations data from STAR. We find that these temperatures are roughly 20 MeV higher than the light temperatures at the highest RHIC beam energies and are, therefore, incompatible with a single freeze-out temperature picture. Predictions made for net-Λ fluctuations are also consistent with a flavor hierarchy and we are checking cross-correlations as well to see if they can further constrain the flavor hierarchy scenario.
Additionally, we detailed the necessary steps needed to accurately model the flavor hierarchy dynamically within relativistic hydrodynamic models. As an exploratory study we tested two different strange switching temperatures in hydrodynamics for AuAu √ s NN = 200 GeV at RHIC and found that only T = 165 MeV was compatible with the spectra data whereas T = 150 MeV, which has been previously shown to reproduce the light hadron spectra well [61] . While more systematic studies are required in the future this proves to be a promising path to explore.
